Golf cart ignition switch

Well, let me help you identify and resolve the issue. It is common to experience some problems
with every model of the cart after constant use. If you wish to check if the key switch is
functioning properly, follow these steps. If you have identified an issue with the ignition switch
on your EZYGO, you may need to replace it with a new one. It is really an easy task to replace
the switch with a brand-new one. Before you start with the process of replacing the ignition
switch verify that the parking brake is on. Another important thing to verify is that the ignition
switch is turned off before opening or removing any of the ignition wires as this can cause a
short circuit or permanent damage to the system. Every cart has a different configuration.
Although the basic working and mechanism of most of the carts are the same, there still are
minor differences in the internal workings. So, if you are looking to replace the ignition switch
of a Club Car golf cart, the steps that you followed for the E-Z-GO may not help. A few minor
modifications may have to be made. So, what are the changes to be made here while connecting
the ignition switch? The main difference is when you connect the wires to the terminals. Some
models of golf carts have a key switch rather than the regular button switch. It can get quite
confusing to handle a key switch although it is not too different from a normal switch. A few
minor modifications to the wiring can easily allow you to fix the key switch. The only major
changes would be the wiring changes between both the types of the cart. The basic rule is that
the blue wire generally is connected to the solenoid while the other red wire will be connected
to a fuse. If you are unable to wire it correctly, it may be a good idea to consult a key smith to
get the key switch changed. If you are confused about wiring the ignition switch, worry not, I
can help you with this. Most of the wiring diagrams may be confusing for a first-timer. An easy
trick to do away with this confusion is by avoiding the wiring diagram and using a simple
ohmmeter instead. Most of the components and their wiring pattern remain the same for both.
When you are connecting the wires make sure that the toggle switch has connections to 5
locations. This is the connection from the battery. Ensure that all the wires are tightened
correctly and all old connections to these components are removed. Now try switching the
ignition to ON position. It should work correctly provided all the components have been
installed correctly. All golf cart keys are dependent on the manufacturer. Each manufacturer will
have the same key molds for the keys. Yes, the keys are universal and limited to the
manufacturing company. This means that if you lose a key to a EZGO golf cart, you can easily
obtain a duplicate. The key is common for all the models manufactured after The keys can be
identified by their part number. In case you are wondering about the part number of this
particular key, it is This can be used on all the electric golf and utility vehicles manufactured
after The only exception is that this will not work on the RXV model vehicles. The downside of
owning a golf cart is that the key switch can be easily accessed using any key from the same
manufacturer. If you have a single key from a particular manufacturer, you can easily use it to
open all the carts made by them. Do not worry if you have locked yourself out of your club cart
or have lost the key. Any service center nearby will have a spare key that would most likely
work for your cart. Very few carts will have exclusive keys. You can search whether your cart
has a common key based on the particular model. As far as Club Cars are concerned most of
them share a key provided the models are manufactured after Some people park their carts on
the golf course but do not prefer other people using it. To avoid this problem, you can change
the key switch or use a combination of other techniques. This way the cart cannot be used by
others without your permission. One of the solutions to this issue would be to use a toggle
switch. Try wiring it in such a way that the cart would start only if the key is in ON position while
the switch is in the OFF position. And by default, keep the switch in ON position. This way the
cart will not work unless a person knows this particular arrangement. Since the switch is
hidden, you can prevent people from taking joyrides in your cart. Almost all the carts come with
a factory set of keys. These keys are generic. You will find your set of keys fitting into any cart
made by the same manufacturer. It is rare for a cart to have a unique key. In case you are
bothered by the lack of a unique key and wish to control access to your cart, you can install a
custom-built key into it. You can buy a new uncommon switch from an online dealer or locate a
dealer nearby. It is not too difficult to replace the existing switch with a new one. It can be easily
installed without much hassle. This way the access to your cart can be restricted. You can also
try installing toggle switches or a hidden Killswitch to prevent unauthorized usage. Skip to
content Table of Contents. Continue Reading What is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9 degree driver is a
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troubleshooting, identifying and repairing the switch yourself. Difficulty: Moderately Easy. Step
1. Confirm that your golf cart transmission selector switch is set fully to the forward, reverse or
park direction, depending on your model of golf cart. If the switch is partially set in between
modes, it can result in your cart failing to start correctly. Step 2. Locate the ignition wire on your
golf cart. This wire goes from the golf cart key switch assembly to your cart's starter. Step 3.
Visually inspect the solenoid area of the starter, where the key switch wire plugs into the cart.
On some cart models, this end of the key switch wire can become dislodged during use on
rough terrain. If you see that the wire plug is hanging free from the starter assembly or appears
dislodged, plug it back into the solenoid or re-seat the plug and attempt to restart your golf cart.
Step 4. Replace the golf cart key switch wire if the connector to the key switch or solenoid is
significantly frayed or corroded. Over time, corrosion will build up on the ends of the wire due
to exposure to damp weather. Significant corrosion build-up can prevent your cart from starting
consistently and ultimately result in the cart failing to start. Step 5. Replace the golf cart key
switch after replacing the key switch ignition wire as a last step. This will ensure that you
replace the higher-priced part last while troubleshooting your golf cart key switch. After
replacing the switch, your cart will start. About The Author Based in Memphis, Jackson Lewis
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rxv wiring diagram, ezgo solenoid wiring diagram, Every electrical structure consists of various
distinct parts. Each part should be set and linked to other parts in particular way. Otherwise, the
structure will not function as it should be. To be able to make sure that the electrical circuit is
built correctly, Ezgo Wiring Diagram is required. How can this diagram aid with circuit building?
The diagram offers visual representation of a electrical structure. On the other hand, the
diagram is a simplified version of the arrangement. It makes the procedure for assembling
circuit simpler. There are just two things which are going to be found in almost any Ezgo Wiring
Diagram. The first element is symbol that indicate electric component from the circuit. A circuit
is generally composed by many components. The other thing you will see a circuit diagram
would be traces. Lines in the diagram show how every component connects to one another. The
arrangement is also not plausible, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only shows where to place
component at a place relative to other elements inside the circuit. One thing that you must learn
before reading a circuit diagram would be the symbols. The most common components are
capacitor, resistor, and battery. Additionally, there are other elements like ground, switch,
motor, and inductor. All of it rides on circuit that is being constructed. According to previous,
the traces at a Ezgo Wiring Diagram represents wires. Sometimes, the wires will cross.
Injunction of two wires is usually indicated by black dot on the intersection of two lines. Colours
can also be used to differentiate wires. Usually, there are two chief kinds of circuit links. The
very first one is called series connection. Due to that the electrical current in each component is
similar while voltage of the circuit is complete of voltage in each component. Parallel link is
much more complicated than the series one. Unlike in string connection, the voltage of every
part is comparable. This circuit includes branches that are passed by different electrical current
levels. The present joins together when the branches meet. There are lots of items that an
engineer should pay attention to if drawing wirings diagram. To start with, the symbols utilized
in the diagram should be precise. It should represent the exact element necessary to build a
planned circuit. It is also highly advised that engineer draws positive supply and damaging
source symbols for clearer interpretation. Meanwhile, the negative supply emblem is place
below it. The current flows from the left side to right. Along with this, diagram drawer is
recommended to limit the number of line crossing. The line and component placement ought to
be designed to lessen it. Since you can begin drawing and translating Ezgo Wiring Diagram can
be a complicated task on itself. The information and tips which were elaborated above ought to
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How to lock a golf cart is a question that is frequently posed to us by customers. Many folks do
not use their golf carts in gated communities with private security. Many are used in
campgrounds, on city streets around race tracks and many other public applications where the
ability to secure your golf cart is paramount to prevent theft or vandalism. As with many things,
there is certainly more than one path to the desired end with this project. We have compiled a
list of eight ways to effectively lock a golf cart. Of course, this is not all of the methods
available, but certainly the most commonly used. We hope this discussion has been
informative. Happy golf carting! You must be logged in to post a comment. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Install a unique key
switch. One of the most common and inexpensive methods to lock a golf cart is to install a
unique key switch. Standard golf carts of the same brand use generic common keys, so
everyone has basically the exact same key. Many manufacturers offer unique key switches for
their brands to give you a different key option with your cart. Now someone else with a common
key cannot start your cart and drive off. A three position, unique key switch is shown below
installed on a custom cart. Install a key pad lock. Installing a key pad lock is another common
method to lock a golf cart. These electronic pads wire into the electrical system and effectively
disable the cart when parked. Until the proper key code sequence is entered, the cart will not
move even with the normal key. Install a manual disconnect switch. Manual disconnect
switches are also available to lock a golf cart. This switch is capable of handling high current
and typical disconnects your main power flow from the battery bank. They are usually installed
in a hard to find location and some of the better ones actually have the capability to install a
padlock as well. Install a security system. There are many security systems commercially
available to disable your golf cart via a key fob. These security systems wire into your control
circuit of the ignition system. If you do not have the key fob to disable the alarm, the cart will
not move despite having a key in hand. Install a pedal lock. Installing a pedal lock is yet another
way to lock a golf cart. There are several pedal boxes on the market which prevent the
accelerator pedal from being pressed by locking it into the upright position. Install a steering
wheel club. Install a wheel lock boot. Kind of clunky and cumbersome to travel with but a wheel
lock boot with definitely prevent your wheels from rolling. Better suited to lock a golf cart at
home. Install a steering wheel removal system. If you have a Grant custom steering wheel, they
make a security system to allow you to pop off your steering wheel and take it with you similar
to what is used in race cars. Again, it is difficult to steer without a steering wheel. By Michael
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how to start a golf cart without a key? Fortunately, golf carts are a lot easier to start than a
traditional car. Whether you have an E-Z-GO, Yamaha, Club Car, or any other type of golf cart,
the process is very similar, and this article will walk you through it. These will generally go
better in a community where golf carts are abundant, or you have some time on your hands.
Maybe your friend is with you and they have a golf cart from the same brand. Hopefully, you can
just use their golf cart key and not have to worry about it. Another hopeful scenario is that time
is not a factor here and you can get a replacement key from a dealer or online store. This may
be a good idea to do even if you manage to start your golf cart without your key. It will
eventually become inconvenient having to figure a way to trick your golf cart into starting. It
may be time to upgrade your ignition switch if you lost your keys and had to purchase a key
anyway. It just makes things a little harder for when you forget or lose your keys. Of course if
you or your friends already knew about these tricks, then it might be harder to fool your golf
cart into starting. So, you need to start your golf cart without a key. There are two ways to
accomplish this, one is really easy, but only works sometimes, and the other is a little
complicated, but will work every time without fail if you do it right. This will sound a little
barbaric, but I hope you have a flat head screwdriver with you. Ok, you ready? Take your
screwdriver, and gently but firmly shove it into the ignition switch. This will eventually loosen
up the tumblers and allow you to turn your screwdriver key, flip the ignition switch, and start
your golf cart. It will take some wiggling and maybe a bit of patience, but generally, you can
make this method work. If your E-Z-GO, Club Car, or Yamaha golf cart has any anti theft
systems in the ignition switches than it may turn out impossible, but it should work with most
golf carts out there. In this case, I hope you know how to safely work with wires. Your ignition is
a circuit, and the ignition switch is kind of like a light switch that closes that circuit, allowing
ignition to take place. Afterwards, find the wires that connect to your ignition switch and
disconnect them from the switch. Once you have them both disconnected, strip back the
insulation on both and put them together. Turn the power back on, and your golf cart should
start right up. This will work every time as long as you find the right wires, but there is a danger
of electric shock, and by shortening your ignition wires, it may become harder to install a new
ignition switch. If you have the wrong wires, then it may cause problems, but this is unlikely.
Also, the ignition switch should only have the two wires going to it anyway. If there are more
than three, then a wiring diagram may help, but trial and error will eventually find the right pair.
Once you get your golf cart started and successfully outrun the zombies or dinosaurs chasing
you, make sure to get the issue fixed. Chris Slocum is the main author of Golf Cart Go. She
loves traveling to state parks and finding the latest ways to customize her golf cart. You can
find more about her here. Your email address will not be published. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. Search this website. The ignition switch in an E-Z-GO
golf cart is what enables the vehicle to start when you turn the key. If you're having a problem
getting your golf cart to start, it's possible you have a bad ignition. Fortunately, it is very easy to
install and replace the switch. It is both inexpensive and quick around ten minutes. There are
just four steps: Get the right equipment, prepare the golf cart, remove the console and the
existing ignition switch, and lastly, install a new ignition switch and replace console. If you're
more of a visual learner rather than someone who likes to follow step by step instructions,
watch the following video for a demo on installing an ignition switch. Once you've completed
the above steps and installed the new ignition switch, you should be good to go! If you're still
having issues with your golf cart you likely have more than just an ignition switch issue. The
experts at Garrett's Golf Cars can help you out with any golf cart needs you may have! Topics:
Repairs. Fountain Inn, SC Mt Pleasant, SC All Rights Reserved. Sitemap Privacy Policy.

Charleston: Greenville: Blog Contact Us. Garrett's Golf Cars Blog. Follow the steps below and
your E-Z-Go golf cart will be back up and running in no time! Make sure you have the right
equipment You'll need the following items to get started. Make sure the park break is on. Make
sure the ignition is off. Remove the console and the existing ignition switch Using the coated
wrench, disconnect the negative
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battery cable. With the small screwdriver, pry off the rivets holding the console in place. The
console is located where the key ignition is. Remove the console insert plate. The plate will still
remain attached to the system cabling as you perform the next steps. Remove face nut with
pliers. The face nut is the round piece that holds the ignition switch in place. Once the face nut
is removed, the ignition switch will detach. Hang onto the lock nut for the new ignition switch if
a new lock nut is no available. Remove existing ignition switch from plate. Wire terminals will
still be attached until new ignition switch is replaced see below. Install new ignition switch and
replace console. Insert new ignition switch into the console plate and screw on face nut. Detach
wire terminals from old ignition switch. Orient new ignition switch so the wire terminals will
attach easily and then attach the wire terminals. Insert console plate and attach using new
rivets. Subscribe Here! Recent Posts.

